
BANDYUP WOMENS PRISON & OUTCARE SURVEY

TOTAL 27 SURVEYS

Out of the 561 visitor groups that attended visits over the month period only 27
surveys were filled out. This equated to 4.8% of the visitors participating in the
survey. The results are as follows:

HOW DO YOU TRAVEL TO BANDYUP CURRENTLY

If a bus service was available from the Midland Train Station
To B.W.P would you utilise this service? yes 26

If so how often do you think you would use this service a month averaged over all the
responses 12

Suggestions/Comments

. To & from need transport to prison, very poor service.

. I'm a Grandmother of 12 Grand children as well; this would be very helpful to
my family.

. Taxis are expensive. No buses stop here.

. Maybe the prison may look at getting another small coaster bus, which can
travel at certain times on the weekend. As it has been costing me $20 for a
taxi from Midland train station.

. Would the seats be cleaned regularly, from drug odours, so drug detection dog
won't cause a non-contact visit?

. It would be very helpful if this service was available.

. If a bus isn't provided will funding be given for transport?

. Can we get taxi vouchers?

. Can we get taxi vouchers?

. Transport is a big problem and it is expensive. Please put on a bus as there are
no Transperth buses that stop here. Thank you.

. It would be great to have a bus that comes out here every week, even once a
week would be great. Thank you

Private vehicle 4

Bike 1

Train 16

Bus 2

Taxi 18

Family or Friends vehicle 4
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. Support from prison, taxi voucher, a mini bus from train to prison, its unfair
where other prisons have public transport, equal opportunities.

. The Jail is just too hard to get to without a car and a taxi is $20 each way and
the girls need to see there family and kids.
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